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The strategy for shape control of alloy FePt nanocrystal was studied systematically. By the careful
adjustments of reaction parameters in a solution reaction, surfactant-facet bindings on the growth
seed were controlled delicately. FePt octapod, cuboctahedron, truncated cube, and nanocube were
successfully prepared from cuboctahedral seed and examined by high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy. The formations of FePt nanostructures were mainly attributed to the differences in the
growth rate between the {111} and {100} planes of cuboctahedral seeds. The magnetic measurements
showed that the order of volume,V(nanocube)>V(octapod)>V(cuboctahedron) obviously reflected the order
of saturated magnetization (Ms), Ms (nanocube) >Ms (octapod) >Ms (cuboctahedron). Furthermore, the
measurements of octapod exhibited the highest coercivity and blocking temperature because of its
higher surface to volume ratio and more structural facets.

Introduction

The syntheses of magnetic nanocrystals have been
studied extensively due to their great potentials for mag-
netic resonance imaging, separation, data storage and
high performance permanent magnets.1-7 Recently,
many studies have demonstrated that different types of
magnetic nanocrystals such as the pure metal and metal
oxide were prepared with a well-defined shape by the
careful controls in solution phase reactions.8,9 Several
experimental results have revealed that the magnetic
properties of the nanocrystals such as magnetocrystalline
anisotropy and blocking temperature strongly correlated

with their shapes.10-12 For examples, themagnetocrystal-
line anisotropy of Fe nanorods was higher than that of Fe
spherical nanoparticles.10 The blocking temperature was
higher for spherical particle of γ-Fe2O3 than for cubic
shape of γ-Fe2O3.

11 The origin of shape dependency of
their magnetic characteristics was mainly attributed to
the difference of their shape and/or surface anisotropy.
Besides the studies of the pure metal and metal oxide,
alloy magnetic nanocrystals such as FePt, FeCo, CoPt
have recently become the center of attention in this
field.4-7,13,14 However, the growth of magnetic alloy
nanocrystals were much more difficult than that of pure
metal nanocrystals because the controls of the sizes,
shapes, compositions and even atomic ordering degree
of the alloy were much complicated during the growth in
the solution phase.15 The systematically controlled
growth of alloy magnetic nanocrystals was still a challen-
ging step to overcome.
Previous reports have shown that alloy FePt nano-

crystals with cubic, wirelike, and rodlike shapes
(nanocubes, nanowires and nanorods) were prepared
through “surfactant-assisted mechanism” in the solution
reaction.16-18 Several works on the syntheses of pure
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metal nanocrystals such as Au nanocubes, Pd octahe-
drons and Pt cuboctahedrons have also indicated that the
surfactants played a key role on the shape control.19-22

The surfactants such as oleyl amine (OLAm) and oleic
acid (OA) played the major roles for the controls of
resulting nanocrystal morphologies. First, surfactants
might form a micelle that was treated as a soft template
for the confined crystal growth.23 Also, the precursors
and surfactants might form complexes so that the crystal
growth pathway was altered.24 The formation of the
complexes have been well characterized by FT-IR and
NMR spectrometry recently.13 The surfactant was served
as a capping ligand as well as a reducing agent. Further-
more, the surfactants might generate strong bindings on
the facets of nanocrystals during the growth. The surfac-
tant-facet bindings usually resulted in the different
growth rates of the planes, and consequentially the shapes
of resulting nanocrystals were varied.25-27 Through the
adjustments of surfactant ratios in the reactions, the
successful formations of cubic FeCo andPbTe nanocryst-
als have been achieved.28,29 Thus, further studies on the
controlled growth of alloy metal nanocrystals become
important to understand detailed growth mechanism of
the nanocrystals of various shapes and to explore their
physical properties.
In this paper, we have developed a systematical strategy

to achieve the shape controls of alloy FePt nanocrystals
by the careful adjustments of reaction parameters in a
solution reaction. The FePt nanocrystals with octapod,
cuboctahedral, truncated cubic and cubic shapes were
successfully prepared and examined by high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). The for-
mation of FePt nanocrystals was mainly attributed to the
differences in the growth rate between the {111} and
{100} planes of cuboctahedral seeds as we proposed in
the growth mechanism. Furthermore, the magnetic mea-
surements indicated that the coercivity and blocking
temperature of FePt nanocrystals exhibited remarkable

shape dependencies. The FePt nanocrystals with unique
shapes and magnetic characteristics might be applied for
new magnetic devices.

Experimental Section

Synthesis of FePt Nanocrystals. Platinum acetylacetonate

(Pt(acac)2, ACROS, 97%), iron pentacarbonyl (Fe(CO)5, Al-

drich, 99.99%), hexadecane-1,2-diol (HDD, Aldrich, 90%),

dioctyl ether (Aldrich, 90%), oleyl amine (OLAm, Aldrich,

70%), and oleic acid (OA, Aldrich, 90%) were used as received.

Pt(acac)2, Fe(CO)5, OA, OLAm, and HDD were mixed with

dioctyl ether (4mL) underN2. Themixture was heated at 240 �C
for certain periods (5 s to 60 min.) and then cooled to the room

temperature gradually. The final product was precipitated by

adding ethanol and methanol into the mixture and then sepa-

rated by centrifugation for further characterization. The experi-

mental parameters and results of the syntheses of FePt

nanocrystals were summarized in Table 1.

Characterization. A JEOL JSM-1200EX II and Philips/FEI

Tecnai 20 G2 S-Twin transmission electron microscopes were

used for the structural analyses at an accelerating voltage of

200kV.Asmall amountof samplewasdepositedonanamorphous

carbon membrane supported by a copper grid. The size and

morphology were determined at magnification of 200k, 300k

and 450k. The powder X-ray diffraction was executed on a

Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer. The FePt powder was

placed on silicon wafer and the workup procedure was carried

out with Cu KR radiation (λ = 1.54178 Å). The compositional

analysis was performed using Jobin-Yvon emission, JY-24

inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy

(ICP-AES). Magnetic measurements were carried out using

commercial SQUID (superconducting quantum interference

device) magnetometer (MPMS, Quantum Design). FePt sam-

ples (10-20 mg) were loaded into tube and the measurements

were recorded between -30 000 and 30 000 Oe at room tem-

perature. The measurements of blocking temperature were

recorded between 5 and 300 K at the fixed magnetic field

∼100 Oe.

Results and Discussion

The reaction of Pt(acac)2 and Fe(CO)5 were performed
to prepare FePt nanocrystals in the presence of the
surfactants, OA and OLAm. The reaction parameters
including the ratios of surfactants and precursors, and
also reaction time were adjusted to control the size and
shape of resulting FePt nanocrystals. The results are
presented respectively in the followings. Figure 1A
shows the products were prepared at the OA/OLAm
(v/v) = 1/1 and the fixed concentration of the reactants.
The nanocrystals with an unusual shape were found in the
image. The length of the nanocrystals in the projected
image referred to the distance of one side to its opposite
side is approximately 12.18 ( 0.3 nm. The resulting

Table 1. Experimental Parameters and Results of the Syntheses of FePt Nanocrystals

sample no. FePt nanocrystals (composition) OA/OL/HDD Pt(acac)2/Fe(CO)5 reaction time

1 octapod (Fe72Pt28) 4 mL/4 mL/1.05 g 47 mg/66 μL 60 min
2 cuboctahedron (Fe72Pt28) 6 mL/2 mL/1.05 g 47 mg/66 μL 60 min
3 nanocube (Fe72Pt28) 4 mL/4 mL/5.0 g 47 mg/66 μL 60 min
4 nanocube (Fe35Pt65) 4 mL/4 mL/1.05 g 95 mg/66 μL 60 min
5 mixture of cuboctahedron, truncated cube 4 mL/4 mL/1.05 g 47 mg/66 μL 5 s
6 mixture of octapod, filled octapod, nanocube 4 mL/4 mL/5.0 g 47 mg/66 μL 5 min
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nanocrystals with elongated corners and symmetrical
pods are observed obviously. To clearly identify the shape
of the nanocrystals, Figure 1B demonstrates the sche-
matic illustration of the projection of a three-dimensional
“octapod” structure under an electron beam.30 The pro-
jection image suggests that the resulting products of
nanocrystals in Figure 1A are the octapod structure that
the nanocrystals with eight tetrahedron on the corners
along the [111] directions of a truncated cubic-based
structure. Here, the nanocrystals with the octapod shape
as shown in Figure 1B are called as octapod. The high-
resolution TEM image (HRTEM) in Figure 1C indi-
cates that the distance between adjacent lattice fringes is
∼0.20 nm. The interplanar distance is close to the lattice
spacing of the (200) facet of FePt alloy (0.192 nm, JCPDS
card no. 02-1167). After tilting the sample holder 25�, the
HRTEM image shows that the lattice distance is 0.23 nm
as illustrated in the inset of Figure 1D.The lattice distance
is close to that of the (111) facet (0.232 nm, JCPDS card
no. 02-1167). Through the analysis of fast Fourier
transformation (Figure 1D), the {111} facets (the gray
area) were distributed primarily over the angular corners.
Besides the TEM measurements, FePt nanocrystals in
this work were also characterized by inductively coupled
plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES). The
composition of FePt octapod was Fe/Pt = 72/28 based
on ICP-AES measurements when the molar ratio of
Fe(CO)5/Pt(acac)2 = 4/1 was used.
The increases in the ratios of OA/OLAm were per-

formed to further understand the morphology change of

resulting nanocrystals. Figure 2A shows the TEM images
of the FePt nanocrystals whenOA/OLAmwas 3/1 used in
the reaction (in comparison toOA/OLAm=1/1 used for
the sample in Figure 1). The nanocrystals exhibited a
faceted structure with uniform size. On average, the
diameter of the nanocrystals is 6.8 ( 0.7 nm and their
size distribution was quite uniform. The hexagonal shape
is clearly observed in the HRTEM image. The spacing
between adjacent lattice fringes is ∼0.23 nm. The inter-
planar distance is close to the lattice spacing of the (111)
facet of FePt alloy (0.232 nm, JCPDS card no. 02-1167).
To clear identify the shape of the nanocrystals, Figure 2B
shows the schematic illustration of the projection of a
three-dimensional “cuboctahedral” structure under an
electron beam. The cuboctahedral structure matches the
hexagonal projection observed in the TEM image of
Figure 2A. As we compared the results in Figure 1, we
found that FePt nanocrystals with cuboctahedral shapes
were obtained only by the increases of the ratio of OA/
OLAm in the solution reaction. In addition, the ICP-AES
measurements demonstrated that the alloying composi-
tion of FePt cuboctahedron was Fe/Pt = 72/28.
The concentration of hexadecane-1,2-diol (HDD) was

increased to 5 times for the study of effect on resulting
shapes of FePt nanocrystals (in comparison to the [HDD]
used for the sample in Figure 1). The TEM images in
Figure 3A shows that the structure of resulting nano-
crystals was mainly cubic shape (nanocubes). Their size

Figure 1. (A) TEM image of octapods. (B) The schematic illustration of
the projection of a three-dimensional octapod structure under an electron
beam. The white and gray colors represent the {111} and {100} facets of
the octapod (top), respectively. (C) High-resolution TEM image of an
octapod. (D)The analysis ofFFTandHRTEMimageof anoctapodafter
tilting the sample holder for 25�. In the analysis of FFT, the {111} facets
(the gray area) were distributed primarily over the angular corners.

Figure 2. (A) TEM image of cuboctahedrons. The HRTEM image
(inset) of cuboctahedron exhibits a clear hexagonal projection as guided
by a dash line. (B) The schematic drawing of the projection of a three-
dimensional “cuboctahedron” structure under an electron beam. The
white and gray colors represent the {111} and {100} facets, respectively.

Figure 3. (A) TEM image of nanocubes synthesized in the HDD-rich
condition (sample 3). The HRTEM image shows that the cube with
irregular edges (indicated by dash line) is enclosed by (200) plane. (B)
TEM image of nanocubes prepared in the relatively Pt-rich condition
(sample 4).
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distribution referred to the lengths of one side in the
projected images is 11.8( 1.0 nm. The HRTEM image in
the inset of Figure 3A shows the lattice spacing (0.20 nm)
was close to the interplanar distance of FePt (200) facet.
The TEM results displayed that the cubic FePt nanocrys-
tal was enclosed mainly by the (200) facet, particularly,
the nanocubes exhibited “not-sharp” and irregular edges
but not the edges as a perfect cube. Likewise, a large
amount of FePt nanocubes was observed under TEM
(Figure 3B) when precursor ratio was changed to Fe-
(CO)5/Pt(acac)2 = 2/1 (in comparison to Fe(CO)5/Pt-
(acac)2 = 4/1 used for the sample in Figure 1). The
average size (12.0( 0.8 nm) andmorphology of the cubes
in this case (Figure 3B)was similar to that of nanocubes as
shown in Figure 3A. However, the composition of FePt
nanocubes was changed when the ratios of the precursors
were varied. The alloying compositions of nanocubes
under those two synthetic parameters were found to be
Fe/Pt=72/28 (Figure 3A) andFe/Pt=35/65 (Figure 3B),
respectively. Besides the TEM measurements, the typical
XRD patterns of FePt nanocrystals were shown in
Figure 4. Two strong peaks of (111) and (200) of a FCC
structure in all four samples were clearly observed. The
shift (Δ2θ ≈ 0.2) of (111) and (200) peaks of nanocubes
away from those of other three samples might be mainly
due to the differences of their alloy compositions, which
was also confirmed by the ICP-AES measurements.31

Also, the particle sizes of the sample calculated based
on Scherrer’s equation were consistent with the data
obtained from TEM measurements.32

The FePt nanocrystals were also successfully collected
even though the reaction was completed under a very
short reaction time (5 s relative to 1 h in the synthetic
condition of FePt octapods in Figure 1). The results
provided interesting information for the studies of shape
evolutions during the crystal growth. The FePt nano-
crystals with cuboctahedral and truncated cubic shapes

(Figure 5A) were both observed for the reaction in 5 s.
Figure 5B are representative HRTEM images of cuboc-
tahedral and truncated cubic shapes, and shows the lattice
spacing of (111) and (200) planes, respectively. The
average size based on the diameter of cuboctahedral
shape is 5.3 ( 0.8 nm. Also, the average size referred to
the lengths of one side in the projected image of FePt
truncated cubes is 8.1 ( 0.7 nm. Particularly, the trun-
cated cubic nanocrystals exhibited regular faceted edges.
On the basis of the size difference between truncated
cubes and cuboctahedral particles in Figure 5A, we
suggested that the former were grown from the later when
the growth rate of {111} plane was higher than that of
{100} plane (Figure 5C).33 However, when the total
reaction became 5 min (in comparison to 60 min applied
for the sample in Figure 3A), the resulting products
showed both FePt nanocube and octapod as observed
in TEM image (Figure 5D). The average sizes of the
octapods and nanocubes here (see Figure 1A and 3B for
the definitions of the sizes) are 12.0 ( 1.2 and 12.0 (
0.6 nm, respectively. Figure 5E shows theHRTEM image
of octapod and filled octapod. Also, the HRTEM image
showed the filled octapod is enclosed by (200) plane and
the lattice distance is ∼0.20 nm. On the basis of the
information obtained in images D and E in Figure 5, we
believed that the nanocubes were evolved from the octa-
pods by the rapid growth of {100} planes to form “filled
octapods” (Figure 5F). Here, the filled octapods were
treated as a transition structure between FePt octapods
and nanocubes. Importantly, when the total reaction time
was extended to be 60 min, the results showed that only
cubes were obtained. Under a thermodynamically con-
trolled growth trend, the nanocubes were expected to be
the most stable structure of a face-centered cubic (FCC)
crystal.34

The shape evolutions of FePt nanocrystals during the
crystal growth were proposed and described by pathways
A-D in Figure 6 based on our experimental results. At
the beginning of the growth, Fe and Pt atoms started to
form cuboctahedral seeds. In a cuboctahedral seed, there
were 8 {111} facets and 6 {100} facets with the minimum
of the total surface energy.35 The nanocrystals with
various shapes were developed from the seed depending
on their reaction conditions. In pathway A, the cubocta-
hedral seed evolved into a truncated cube when the
growth rate of the {111} plane (G{111}) was relatively
higher than that of the {100} plane (G{100}). Here, the
growth rates were mainly controlled by the adjustments
of the types and concentrations of surfactants. However,
when the G{111} was far much higher than the G{100}
during the growth, cuboctahedral seed was evolved into
octapod (Pathway B).30 On the other hand, when the
G{111} was almost equal to the G{100}, cuboctahedron
with the size larger than that of the seed were obtained
(pathway C). According to our experimental results, one

Figure 4. XRD patterns of (A) cuboctahedron (sample 2), (B) octapod
(sample 1), (C) nanocube prepared in HDD-rich condition (sample 3),
and (D) nanocube synthesized in relatively Pt-rich condition (sample 4).
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of the key factors to determine the reaction going through
pathway A, B, or C was the adjustments of the ratio of
OA and OLAm concentrations. When the ratio was

varied, theG{111} andG{100} were changed significantly
because there were strong “surfactant-facet bindings”
between the surfactant molecule and crystal surfaces.

Figure 5. (A) TEM image of the mixture of FePt nanocrystals with cuboctahedral seeds and truncated cubes (B) The HRTEM image of cuboctahedral
and truncated cubic shape (guided by a dash line). (C) The graphic representation of a three-dimensional cuboctahedral seed transform into truncated
cube through the growth along the [111] directions. The white and gray colors represent the {111} and {100} facets, respectively. (D) TEM image of the
mixture of octapods, filled octapods, and nanocubes. (E) The HRTEM image of octapod and filled octapod. (F) The graphic representation of a three-
dimensional octapod grew into filled octapod through the growth along the [100] directions. Thewhite and gray colors represent the {111} and {100} facets,
respectively.

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the formations of truncated cube (pathway A), octapod (pathway B), cuboctahedron (pathway C), and nanocube
(pathwayD).All the nanocrystalswere formedoriginally from the cuboctahedral seeds (left). Thewhite andgray colors represent the {111} and {100} facets
of the FePt nanocrystals, respectively.
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Several previous reports have pointed out that
“surfactant-facet binding” was a key factor for the
control of the kinetic and thermodynamic parameters
in the syntheses of metal nanocrystals such as Au
and Ag nanocubes, Pd octahedrons, and Pt cubocta-
hedron.19-22,36 In our works, the amine group of OLAm
generated stronger surfactant-facet bindings on {100}
planes than on {111} planes. On the other hand, OA
generated equal surfactant-facet bindings on both
planes. Surface energies of {111} and {100} planes were
decreased differently by these surfactant-facet bindings
when the different amounts of OLAm and OA were
bound onto {111} and {100} planes. Because the growth
rate of crystal facets was proportional to the surface
energy of crystal facets, theG{111} was much higher than
G{100} in the reaction when [OLAm] was increased
(pathway B). On the other hand, the G{111} and
G{100} were comparable when the [OA] were increased
(pathway C).
In pathway D of Figure 6, the nanocubes were even-

tually formed. In our experiments, the cubic shape was
prepared under two different pathways. First, the cubes
(or truncated cubes) were formed when the G{111} was
higher than G{100} in FCC crystals (pathway A). How-
ever, Pathway D described an alternative pathway for
the formation of the cubic shape. At the beginning of
growth, G{111} of cuboctahedral seed was far much
higher than G{100} of cuboctahedral seed and then the
octopad were formed. Afterward, the growth rate was
reversed (G{100}.G{111}). The areas along [100] direc-
tions were filled rapidly. Eventually, the nanocubes
were formed if the reaction time was extended to be
long enough. On the basis of our experimental results,
the formation of FePt octapods at the first step was
achieved under the conditions that the [OLAm]/[OA]
were relatively high. At the beginning of growth, the
octapods were quickly formed from cuboctahedral
seeds within a short time under the high concentra-
tions of the metal atoms in solution. At this stage, the
growth was driven by a kinetically controlled trend
(G{111}.G{100}) because of specific surfactant-facet
bindings. Then, the metal atom concentrations dropped
significantly after the formation of octapods. There-
fore, the reaction turned out to be a thermodynamically
controlled growth at the second step in the case of low
concentrations of metal atoms left still in the solution.
Similar to the ripening process of nanocrystals, the
metal atoms tend to deposit on the low energy facets,
the {100} planes of octapod.11,24,37 Eventually, FePt
nanocubes, the thermodynamically favorable products,
were obtained. The similar two-step mechanism has
been proposed previously in the preparation of Pt
nanocubes and octapods.30 The growth of Pt nanocubes
was explained by the formation of Pt octapods at
the first stage followed by, the filling along the [100]

directions of Pt octapods. It was energetically favorable
for enclosure by the {100} facets and eventually the
nanocubes were formed. Overall, our proposed path-
ways in Figure 6 were able to explain successfully
the formation of truncated cubes, octapods, cubocta-
hedrons, and nanocubes. Thus, the reaction path-
way in the growth was controlled by careful adjust-
ments of reaction parameters in the growth of FePt
nanocrystals.
The size and shape dependencies of the magnetic

properties of cuboctahedrons, octapods and nanocubes
(Fe/Pt= 72/28) were investigated. Figure 7A shows their
hysteresis loops at 5 and 300 K. All three samples exhibit
the superparamagnetic behavior at 300K. The saturated
magnetization (Ms) at 5 and 300 K are in the sequence:
Ms (nanocube) >Ms (octapod) >Ms (cuboctahedron) and the
coercivity of octapod (1461 Oe), nanocube (164 Oe) and
cuboctahedron (11 Oe) are also obtained. The blocking
temperature as observed in Figure 7B is 20, 50, and
95 K for cuboctahedrons, nanocubes and octapods,
respectively. Several studies have indicated that Ms,
coercivity, and blocking temperature of magnetic
nanocrystals were proportionally responsible for their

Figure 7. (A) Measurement of magnetization verse magnetic field for
octapod, nanocube and cuboctahedron at 5 and 300 K. The inset is an
enlargement of the low field part of measurements at 5 K. (B) The
measurement of magnetization verse temperature, including zero-field
cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC) for octapod, nanocube, and
cuboctahedron at 100 Oe.
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volumes.38,39 In our case, the order of volume (V) based
on TEM measurements, V (nanocube) >V (octapod) >V

(cuboctahedron), obviously reflects the order of Ms. Also,
as we expected, cuboctahedrons exhibit the lowest coer-
civity and blocking temperature among all the nanocryst-
als. However, the coercivity and blocking temperature
(Tb) of nanocubes are lower than those of octapods,
which cannot be simply explained by their volume differ-
ence.
The difference of the coercivity between octapod and

nanocube can be understood by their shape differences.
Previous studies have demonstrated that coercivity in-
creased with the increase of the effective magnetocrystal-
line anisotropy constant,Keff.

40A simple equation,Keff=
KB þ 6KS/d, is used to account for the Keff difference
between octapods and nanocubes, where KB is the bulk
magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant, KS is the surface
anisotropy constant, and d is the diameter of nanocryst-
als.41 On the basis of our experimental results in
Figure 7A, we expect that Keff of octapods is higher than
that of nanocubes because the coercivity of octapods is
higher. Here, d(nanocube) is close to d(octapod) and therefore
KS(octapod) is higher than KS(nanocube). In comparison to
the KS(nanocube), the higher KS(octapod) is attributed to
its higher surface to volume ratio and more structural

facets.11,42-44 To further understand the result of
Tb(octapod) >Tb(nanocube), the formula Tb = KeffV/25kb
is used to estimate Tb, where kb is Boltzmann’s constant
and V is the volume of a single FePt nanocrystal.45

Although theV(octapod) is slightly smaller thanV(nanocube),
the different Keff values between both samples imply that
Tb(octapod) is larger than Tb(nanocube). The results agreed
with the measurements as shown in Figure 7B.

Conclusion

In conclusion, The FePt nanocrystals with octapod,
cuboctahedral, truncated cubic, and cubic shapes were
successfully prepared in a solution reaction. The pro-
posed growth model provided a new conception for
shape-controlled growth of alloy magnetic nanocrystals.
The magnetic measurements of FePt octapod and nano-
cubes showed the remarkable shape dependencies on
their magnetizm. The syntheses of other types of alloy
magnetic nanocrystals are in progress.
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